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Abstract

One of the main goals of systems biology is reverse engineering network structures

from experimental data. Using quantitative networks measures, biological processes

can be characterized and understood on a systems level. This paper reviews the scien-

tific literature on the transcriptional regulatory networks of Saccharomyces cerevisiae

to discuss what kind of structures can be identified and what this means biologically.

This discussion comprises network characteristics, network dynamics in biological

processes, and robustness; an inherent emergent property of networks.

1 Introduction

Systems Biology

Traditionally, biology is a reductionist sci-
ence. Over the years it has successfully
identified many components and interac-
tions of various nature by reducing them to
elementary units that can be isolated and
studied independently [1]. However, there
are many properties of living systems that
have no hope of being understood using this
method. A system is a holistic entity whose
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parts have dynamic interactions both with
each other, as with the outside world. Its
behavior and organization emerges out of
this complex interplay. Complex systems
like the cell, comprise numerous function-
ally and structurally diverse components
that interact in networks to generate coher-
ent behaviors [2]. The behavior is a function
of network properties and the elements in-
volved. Although molecular biology has un-
covered many facts about network compo-
nents, biological systems cannot be under-
stood on this level. A system-level perspec-
tive is necessary to understand the function
and behaviors of biological systems such
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as organelles, cells, tissues, organisms, and
ecologies. Systems biology is the interdisci-
plinary field that tries to generate and an-
alyze system-level data and tries to under-
stand biological mechanisms in the context
of their system. It aims to develop quantita-
tive mathematical models to gain a formal
understanding of biological processes [3].

As biological systems comprise intricate
networks, graph theory is employed to an-
alyze and quantify them. For transcrip-
tional regulatory networks, this involves
abstracting interactions from experimental
data generated by microarray and ChIP-
chip to directed graphs with transcription
factors and target genes as nodes and their
interactions as links between them (see fig-
ure 1). Interactions between genes can
be identified from experimental data using
reverse-engineering methods [3]. This pa-
per deals with the transcriptional regula-
tion networks of the baker’s yeast Saccha-

romyces cerevisiae as much work on illumi-
nating the network organization has been
done on this eukaryotic organism.

Outline

The first section of this paper discusses the
measures that can obtained from network
architectures and topology. The next sec-
tion deals with the integration of these mea-
sures with a dynamical analysis of biolog-
ical processes. The section after this has
robustness, an emergent property inherent
to complex networks, as its subject. The
paper ends with a discussion.

Graph

Transcription network

gene x gene y

X Y

X Y

Figure 1: A transcriptional relationship in-
volves a transcription factor binding to a
regulatory sequence of a gene to regulate its
expression. This relationship is represented
in a graph by a node targeting another node
(figure adjusted from [4]).

2 Network Measures

The study of complex networks took of
more than 50 years ago, with the the work
done by the Hungarian mathematicians
Paul Erdös and Alfréd Rënyi [5]. They
suggested that complex networks could be
modeled as regular objects, such as a square
or a diamond lattice, or as a random net-
work with random links connecting the
nodes of the network. Modeling random
networks enabled the study of the structure
and properties of complex networks. One
of the most elementary characteristics of a
node is its degree (or connectivity). The
degree component k is a measure for how
many links the node has to other nodes and
it determines many properties of the sys-
tem. One of the predictions of random net-
work theory is that such a system is demo-
cratic or uniform. As the links connecting
the nodes will be almost completely evenly
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distributed, the nodes follow a bell shaped
Poisson distribution. Nodes that have sig-
nificantly more or fewer links to other nodes
than the average degree, < k > (<> de-
notes the average), are hard to find in ran-
dom networks. Random networks are also
called exponential, as the probability that a
node has connections to k other nodes de-
creases exponentially for a large k. [6]

However, in the absence of data on large
networks, the predictions of random net-
work theory were rarely tested in the real
world. In this age of computerized data
acquisition, the topological information of
many real-world networks have become
available and it has been found that the
topological properties of real networks, such
as biological networks, cannot be explained
by random network models [7]. Instead,
most real networks are ’scale-free’, which
means they are categorized by a degree dis-
tribution that approximates a power-law
(P (k) kγ where indicates ’proportional to’)
. The degree distribution is characterized
by the the probability P(k) that a node in
the network interacts with k other nodes [8].

The degree distribution is essential in dif-
ferentiating between networks. The peaked
degree distribution of a random network in-
dicates that the system has no highly con-
nected nodes and most nodes have a typical
degree (See figure 2) [8]. In a power law dis-
tribution, most nodes have just a few con-
nections while others, the so-called hubs,
have a huge number of links. In this sense
the network does not have a scale and that
is why its topology is termed ’scale-free’.
While random networks have a democratic
distribution of links, a scale-free network
is dominated by the hubs. Hubs are not
present in random networks. Using the de-

gree distribution it was found that many
complex networks are scale-free, ranging
from the internet to transcriptional regu-
latory networks [9].

In networks characterized by the power
law P (k) kγ, the importance of hubs is neg-
atively correlated to the value of γ. For rea-
sons yet unknown k tends to fall between 2
and 3 in scale-free networks. For γ = 2
there is a hub-and-spoke network with a
large fraction of nodes being connected to
the largest hub. For 2 < k < 3 a hierar-
chy of hubs emerges with only a fraction of
all nodes connected to the largest hub. For
k > 3 the scale-free network behaves like
a random one. The unusual properties of
scale-free networks only arise for k < 3. [6,9]

A feature that many complex networks
have in common is that any two nodes can
be connected by a path traversing only a
few links. This is known as the small-world
effect, first discovered by Milgram in the hu-
man acquaintanceship network [10]. It was
found that any two individuals have an av-
erage “six-degrees of separation”, meaning
that on average they can be connected to
each other through 6 intermediate steps.

Although the small-world effect can be
found in random networks, the diameters
of scale-free networks are ultra-small [11].
The diameter is the average minimal path
length between all pairs of nodes in a net-
work. Most biological networks are thought
to have a small diameter because it min-
imizes transition times and is thus more
efficient and responsive through enhanced
signal-propagation speed [12,13].

However, recently it was found that real
networks are not smaller than their random
counterparts [14]. The diameter of 13 real
networks, ranging from linguistic to biologi-
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Figure 2: A plot of the distribution of node linkages of a random network follows a bell-
shaped curve. Most of the nodes have the same number of links. In scale-free networks the
distribution follows a power law. Most nodes have just a few connections, but some have
a tremendous amount of links, the hubs. Plotting the distribution on double-logarithmic
scale results in a straight line (figure adjusted from [6])

cal, was compared to that of their randomly
rewired network wherein the degree of each
node remained unchanged, but the connec-
tions are randomized. The S. cerevisiae

transcriptional regulatory network ( [15])
that was analyzed comprised 3459 nodes.
It had an observed diameter of 3.72 which
is about 10% higher than what is ran-
domly expected (3.39). Simulations showed
that allowing a slightly greater diameter
increases the network modularity signifi-
cantly. This suggest that complex networks
made a trade-off between efficiency and the
substantial advantages of modularity (see
below).

While the average path length < l >
that defines the small-worldness is a global
feature of the network, the cliqueness of a
node neighborhood, a local feature, is mea-
sured by the clustering coefficient C(p) (p
denotes probability) [12] (see figure 3. If the
neighborhood of a node is fully connected,
the clustering coefficient will be 1, while a
clustering coefficient closer to 0 means that
there are little connections in the neighbor-

hood.

The overall tendency of the nodes of a
network to form clusters or groups is char-
acterized by the the average clustering co-
efficient < C >. An important measure of
the hierarchical organization of a network
is the average clustering coefficient of all
nodes with k links, C(k). In many real net-
works the clustering coefficient follows the
scaling law C(k) k−1, which indicates a hi-
erarchy of nodes with different degrees of
modularity [16].

A final characteristic of a network is its
directedness. An undirected network with
N nodes and L links is characterized by it’s
average degree given by < k >= 2L/N .
transcriptional regulatory networks are not
undirected as each link has a selected direc-
tion. Each node of a transcriptional regu-
latory network has an incoming degree, kin

which denotes the number of links pointing
to the node, and an outgoing degree kout

which denotes the number of links starting
from this node [9]. In transcriptional net-
works they represent the number of tran-
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inin degree ( )k clustering coefficient ( )coutout degree ( )k

Figure 3: The in-degree kin indicates the number of direct incoming edges per node. The
out-degree kout indicates the number of direct outgoing edges per node. In a transcrip-
tional regulatory network this is the number of transcription factors per target gene or
the number of target genes per transcription factor. The clustering coefficient c indicates
the ratio of the number of edges between a node’s neighbors and the maximum number
of possible edges. (figure adjusted from [15])

scription factors regulating a target gene
and the number of target genes for each
transcription factor, respectively [15].

Directedness is especially important
when analyzing hierarchies of nodes such
as motifs and modules (see below).

While the average degree < k >, av-
erage path length < l > and average
clustering coefficient < C > depend on the
number of nodes and links (N and L) in the
network, the P (k) and C(k) functions are
independent of network size and can there-
fore be used to classify various networks by
characterizing their generic features [9].

Hubs

Two intrinsically related mechanisms are
responsible for the existence of hubs in
scale-free networks: growth and preferen-
tial attachment [7]. Real networks, such
as the internet or a gene regulatory net-

work, have a history of expansion. They
emerged as new nodes joined existing con-
nections over an extended period of time.
The nodes that have been part of the net-
work longer had more opportunities to gain
more connections. Nodes also display pref-
erential attachment; the preference to link
to nodes that are already have many links
(see figure ??). As well connected nodes
gain more and more connections by virtue
of network growth and preferential attach-
ment, they become hubs and the scale-free
property of the network emerges.

Although little is known about the origin
and evolution of gene regulatory networks,
gene duplication is thought to be a major
force of its growth and emergence in evo-
lutionary history [17,18]. Gene duplication
events will lead to two identical genes with
the same regulatory connections. There-
fore, each gene that is in contact with the
duplicated gene will gain an extra link (see
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Figure 5: A small gene regulatory network before and after duplication of a gene. The
gene duplication event expands the network with an extra node. This node inherits the
connections of its parent. As the genes that interact with the parent gain a new link,
genes that have many interactions are more likely to gain an interaction after a gene
duplication event. This is the mechanism that generates preferential attachment. In the
shown figure the hexagon hub will gain a new interaction regardless of which gene is
duplicated, while the least connected gene, the star, will only gain a new link if the hub
is duplicated. (figure adjusted from [9])

figure 5). Although highly connected genes
themselves do not have a higher probabil-
ity of being duplicated, they are more likely
to be connected to a random gene that is
duplicated than their less connected peers.
Thus, well connected genes have a higher
probability of gaining more links. How-
ever, this pure duplication model does not
support a scale-free distribution of connec-

tions [19]. By modeling yeast regulatory
network growth, it was shown that gene du-
plication is not sufficient to yield a scale-
free network. Duplication events have to be
followed by a second event that breaks the
parent-daughter symmetry of the pure gene
duplication model. Models that include
partial duplication or duplication plus pref-
erential rewiring result in a broader range
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Figure 4: Preferential attachment refers to
the preference of nodes to attach to more-
connected nodes. The probability that the
new node is going to connect to the node
with the degree node of four is twice the
chance that it will connect to the node with
only two links. Network growth and prefer-
ential attachment thus generate hubs. (fig-
ure adjusted from [9])

of node connections and the scale-free prop-
erty (see figure 6. This suggests that the
structure of a network is inseparably con-
nected to its history or evolution [20]. How-
ever, it is important to note that, although
the models show that gene duplication can
lead to power-law distributions, there is no
direct proof that it is the (only) mechanism
that generates the scale-free topology of cel-
lular networks.

Network Modules and Motifs

Next to the global features of a network
there are basic structural elements specific
to each class of networks. A discrete biolog-
ical function can only seldom be performed
by a single molecule [21]. Cellular func-
tions are likely carried out by modules com-
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Figure 6: Mechanisms of network growth
through gene replication. In the pure du-
plication event, node c’ is created by du-
plication of the connectivity of the parent
node c. In partial duplication, node c’ does
not retain all the connections of the parent
node. In duplication with rewiring, node a
gains a new connection to k, while c’ retains
the connection with b from the parent node.
(figure adjusted from [19])

prising different kinds of nodes [21]. Most
molecules of the cell are connected together
in modules to generate a specific and rel-
atively distinct function. A high < C >
implies a high amount of clustering in the
network suggesting the presence of mod-
ules. Modules are per definition relatively
isolated from the rest of the system. The
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prevalence of hubs that connect many nodes
in the system suggest that the existence of
modules are an exception, but clustering
and hubs are not exclusive as modules inter-
act with other nodes and modules to form
a hierarchical network [16].

High clustering of a network indicates the
presence of various subgraphs. The spe-
cific patterns of interconnections character-
ize the network at a local level. Some sub-
graphs are however more significant than
others. Motifs are patterns of connec-
tions that are overrepresented in certain
networks. To find the motifs of the yeast
transcriptional regulatory network, Milo et
al. [4] scanned the directed networks for all
possible n-node subgraphs (with n = 3 and
n = 4) and compared the results with ran-
domized networks. In the randomized net-
work the number of the incoming and out-
going links are kept the same, but the con-
nections are randomized. When the number
of subgraphs with n = 3 and n = 4 found in
the gene regulatory network of S. cerevisiae

were compared with those in the random-
ized networks based on the same data, the
three node “feed forward loop” motif and
the four node “bi-fan” were the only two
motifs found to be significantly overrepre-
sented (see figure 8. Out of 13 possible sub-
graphs with n = 3 (see figure 7) and 199
possible subgraphs with n = 4 only these
two are significant, occurring 10 standard
deviations times more often in the tran-
scriptional regulatory network than in ran-
domized networks. The feed-forward loop
was found 70 times, while the bi-fan was
found 1812 times in the yeast genome. In-
terestingly, the feed-forward loop and the
bi-fan are also found numerous times in
neuron connectivity and electronic circuit

networks as well as in the transcriptional
regulatory network of the bacterium Es-

cherichia coli. As these networks have in-
formation processing in common, it is likely
that this motifs play a functional role in
information processing networks and there-
fore characterize them.

The second most prominent network mo-
tif, the feed-forward loop, consists of three
genes (nodes X, Y and Z) and three tran-
scriptional interactions (the edges) shown
in figure 8. In the feed-forward loop, X
regulates Z both directly (X → Z) as in-
directly through Y (X → Y → Z). The
effect of the three transcriptional interac-
tions in both pathways is either activating
or repressing. The output of Z therefore
depends on both the regulatory effects of
the interaction in the direct pathway as on
the effect of both interactions in the indi-
rect pathway [22]. The function of a feed
forward loop is to act as a buffer to only al-
low output if the signal is persistent and to
facilitate rapid deactivation when the signal
ceases [23].

The function of the bi-fan is less clear and
depends critically on the nature of the reg-
ulation [24]. If all interactions (P → R, P
→ S, Q → R, and Q → S in figure 8) are
positive regulations, the function of the bi-
fan may be the coordinated expression of
a set of genes dependent on two different
inputs and thus function as a logical AND
gate. However, if only one positive regula-
tion event is necessary for expression, the
bi-fan acts as a logical OR gate. The dy-
namic behavior of the bi-fan with different
kinds of regulation (positive and negative)
is therefore extremely varied, even within
the range of biologically plausible parame-
ters and configurations. It is therefore diffi-
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Figure 7: All 13 possible types of connected subgraphs with three nodes. (adjusted
from [4])

cult to tell the function of the bi-fan based
its structure and there is no characteristic
behavior of this motif. Additional informa-
tion about the transcriptional relations and
kinetic parameters are necessary to under-
stand the biology of individual bi-fan mo-
tifs [24]. However, the structure of the bi-
fan implies at least that the combination of
different input factors in important in coor-
dinating gene expression.

Y

X

Z

P Q

R S

bi-fanfeed-forward loop

Figure 8: The feed-forward loop and the bi-
fan, the two most common n-node motifs
(n = 3 and 4) in the yeast transcriptional
regulation network. (adjusted from [4])

While the study by Milo et al. was

done on microarray data from the Yeast
Database Proteome [25], Lee and colleagues
took another approach to identify network
motifs [26]. A genome wide location analy-
sis (ChIP-on-chip) was performed to deter-
mine where 106 transcription factors bind
to promoter sequences across the genome.
Almost 4000 interactions between regula-
tors and promoter regions were observed
with 37% of all yeast genes being bound
by at least one transcription factor. From
the genome-wide location data the follow-
ing six regulatory network motifs were iden-
tified: auto-regulation, multi-component
loop, feed-forward loop, single-input, multi-
input, and regulator chain (see figure9).

If a regulator binds to the promoter re-
gion of its own gene, it is called an au-
toregulation motif. 10 autoregulation mo-
tifs were found in the yeast genome, sug-
gesting that 10% of the transcriptional reg-
ulators are autoregulated [26]. Autoregula-
tion is thought to generate faster response
times and an increased stability of gene ex-
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Figure 9: The network motifs found in the yeast regulatory network, with example genes.
The regulators are represented by blue circles, while the target genes are represented by
green rectangles. A solid arrow indicates the binding of a regulator to a promoter. The
genes encoding regulators are connected to their regulators with dashed arrows. (adjusted
from [26])

pression [27].

The multi-component loop is a closed cir-
cuit with multiple factors, where regulators
indirectly regulate themselves. The regu-
lation steps in between give additional op-
portunities for control and regulation. In
this way they are capable of feedback con-
trol and generating bistable systems that
can switch between two discrete, alterna-
tive steady states [28]. In the location data
for the 106 transcription factors, only three
multi-component loops were found [26].

The single-input motif contains a single
regulator that binds to a set of condition
under a specific condition. They are instru-
mental in controlling modules performing a
discrete biological function by coordinating
their expression [21]. The multi-component
motif is an expanded bi-fan motif [4] (see
above). It may enable additional control of
the expression of genes that is dependent
on multiple different inputs. 295 combina-
tions of two or more regulators that bind a
common set of promoter regions were found
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(this includes bi-fan motifs) [26].
The regulator chain motif is defined as

a chain of three or more regulators where
the first regulator binds to the promoter
sequence of the second regulator and the
second regulator binds to the promoter
sequence of the third regulator and so
forth [26]. This sequence enables the ex-
pression of genes in a temporal order. This
is critical in a controlled temporal events
such as the cell cycle, where regulators
of one stage of the cell cycle regulate the
expression of genes that are necessary to
enter the next stage (see below) [29].

The studies done by Lee et al. and
Milo et al. are complementary, but
also very different in nature. Milo and
colleagues used microarray data from a
multitude of experiments to infer regu-
latory relationships based on expression
levels [4]. This means that they did not
focus on transcription factors and included
indirect relationships. However, they did
constrain their analysis by only searching
for motifs with 3 or 4 nodes. In contrast,
Lee and colleagues focused only on physical
interactions between transcription factors
and promoter regions and thus excluded
indirect regulation [26]. They also only
grew the yeast strains in rich medium,
thereby ignoring regulatory events in other
conditions, and unfortunately, because of
experimental difficulties, analyzed only
75% of all transcription factors. However,
they did not constrain the number of nodes
of the motif. This is one of the reasons
why they find more motifs.

Identifying regulatory motifs helps us to
understand the structure of the network
architecture. Overrepresentation and con-

vergent evolution of certain motifs make a
strong case for the biological relevance of
certain motifs [9]. However, there remains
a distinct possibility of functional relevant,
but statistically insignificant motifs. Also,
as mentioned in the discussion of the bi-
fan, the specific regulatory interactions are
important in determining the specific func-
tion of each motif. It is also important to
realize that there is a significant amount
of cross-talk between network motifs [22].
Network motifs are not independent units
functioning apart from the rest of the net-
work. They form complex structures by
interacting or cross talking to each other,
which happens when they share a node.

3 Biological Dynamics

[15] The networks discussed above were
only analyzed statically [4, 9, 18, 23, 26, 30].
This may oversimplify the actual organi-
zation, as cells have inherent dynamics by
virtue of being alive. In this section, the
network measures are integrated with the
analysis of the dynamical network organi-
zation of biological processes. By integrat-
ing transcriptional regulatory information
and gene-expression data for multiple con-
ditions, Luscombe et al. were able to ana-
lyze the network dynamics of S. cerevisiae

on a genomic scale [15]. First a static repre-
sentation of the known regulatory interac-
tions was generated comprising 7074 regula-
tory interactions, 142 transcription factors
and 3420 target genes. For the dynamic
perspective, the data from 240 ChIP-chip
experiments was integrated, representing 5
conditions: cell-cycle, sporulation, diauxic
shift, DNA damage, and stress response.
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This analysis showed great differences in the
network wiring in the different conditions.

Although most transcription factors are
used in multiple conditions, half of the
target genes are only expressed in one
of the conditions [15]. More than half
of the active regulatory interactions are
completely rewired in the different sub-
networks. There are only 66 interactions
that are retained over four or more condi-
tions. These perpetually active ’hot links’
[9] are mostly regulating housekeeping func-
tions.

The five condition-specific sub-networks
could be divided into two categories based
on their network characteristics: exoge-
nous and endogenous [15] (see figure 10).
The endogenous conditions, cell cycle and
sporulation, are regulated by an internal
transcriptional program and are organized
in multiple stages. The exogenous con-
ditions, diauxic shift, DNA damage, and
stress response, are responding to binary
external events and are characterized by a
rapid turnover of expressed genes. While a
static analysis may suggest that the global
topological measures that quantify the net-
work architecture are constant in most bi-
ological networks [9], examining these mea-
sures for exogenous and endogenous con-
ditions shows significant changes between
them [15].

Specifically, the nodes of the exogenous
sub-networks have on average a 20% lower
’in degree’ (kin). In contrast, in the endoge-
nous conditions the average kout and path
length (l) are twice as high as for the en-
dogenous conditions. The clustering coeffi-
cient (c), the interconnectivity of nodes, in
the exogenous conditions is almost half that
of nodes in the endogenous sub-networks.

[15]
Biologically, the small kin, the larger kout

and the short path lengths indicate that in
exogenous conditions, the transcription fac-
tors are regulating their target genes in sim-
pler combinations, target more genes simul-
taneously, and propagate their regulatory
signals faster than in endogenous conditions
[15] (see figure ??). In contrast, the longer
paths in the endogenous sub-networks indi-
cate the existence of regulator chains (see
figure ??) that generate slower actions and
high control of intermediate phases [15,26].
The higher level of control is also signified
by the high clustering coefficient indicating
greater inter-regulation of transcription fac-
tors in endogenous conditions. In short, ex-
ogenous sub-networks have evolved to gen-
erate rapid large-scale responses, while en-
dogenous sub-networks are responsible for
carefully coordinated and controlled pro-
cesses.

The endogenous and exogenous sub-
networks were also analyzed for the pres-
ence of network motifs [15]. The most com-
mon motifs present were the single-input,
multi-input and feed-forward loops (see fig-
ure 9. Although the relative multi-input
motif usage is not different between both set
of conditions, the exogenous networks favor
the use of single-input motifs, while the rel-
ative occurrence of feed-forward loops is sig-
nificantly higher in endogenous conditions.

This is in line with the biological func-
tions of the endogenous and exogenous pro-
cesses [15]. By conferring similar regula-
tion to groups of genes, the single- and
multi-input motifs function as orchestrators
of large-scale gene activation in exogenous
conditions. Because of the buffer capaci-
ties of feed-forward loops that make them
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exogenousendogenous

Figure 10: Endogenous processes have complex transcription factor combinations, few
targets per transcription factors and long path lengths. The transcription factors are
highly inter-connected and have many feed-forward loops. In contrast, exogenous pro-
cesses have simple transcription factor combinations, many targets per transcription fac-
tor, short path lengths and few inter-connected transcription factors. The most common
motif of exogenous processes is the single input motif. (figure adjusted from Luscombe04)

only responsive to persistent signals, they
are ideal to ensure that stages of endoge-
nous processes have finished before allowing
entry to the next stage.

All the analyzed sub-networks display
scale-free characteristics, signifying the im-
portance of regulatory hubs that target a
disproportionally large fragment of genes
[15]. As hubs have the most interactions,
they are extremely influential in the behav-
ior of the network [9]. Two groups of hubs
were identified in the sub-networks. Perma-
nent hubs that are responsible for regulat-
ing house-keeping functions are the smaller
group. The bigger group, comprising al-
most 80% of the hubs, are transient, mean-
ing that they only are influential in some
conditions. Transient hubs are less preva-
lent in exogenous sub-networks (as signified
by a lower γ) which suggest a more cen-
tralized command hierarchy (see figure 10).
Transient hubs are able to change their in-
teractions between conditions. The amount
of interchange differs for all transcription

factors. 27 transcription factors rewire all
their interactions when conditions change,
many of which only actively regulate genes
in a single condition. However, most tran-
scription factors rewire only a fraction of
their interactions, including most hubs. In-
terestingly the permanent hubs rewire their
connections as much as transient hubs, only
over more conditions. Permanent hubs take
on roles in addition to their core function
in different (exogenous) conditions. This
rewiring allows transcription factors to be
active in many conditions and generates sig-
nificant overlap in transcription factor us-
age for different functions. This shows that
the cell dynamics are critical in determining
functions and topology.

Cell cycle

Dynamic transitions also take place within
conditions. The cell cycle is a multi-stage
endogenous process. It comprises five
phases: early G1, late G1, S, G2, and
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Figure 11: The yeast cell cycle comprises five phases: early G1, late G1, S, G2, and M.
DNA is synthesized in the S phase and mitosis happens in the M phase. The G1 and G2
are gap phases in this sequential process.

M (see figure 11). Because it is known
which genes are differentially expressed
in different phases [31], the sub-networks
of the different phases could be studied
and compared. It was found that only
a minority transcription factors operate
throughout all stages. Most transcription
factors are only active in one particular
stage. Two major forms of transcription
factor interregulation are instrumental
in coordinating the cell cycle. In serial
inter-regulation, the active transcription
factors of one phase sequentially regulate
the expression of transcription factors
that function in the next stage [29]. This
forms regulatory network cascades that
ultimately run in a circle. These cascades
are responsible for the long path length
network measure of the endogenous cell

cycle process. Next to serial transcription
factor interregulation there is also parallel
interregulation present in the cell cycle.
Using a two tiered system, the the ubiqui-
tously active transcription factors control
the phase-specific transcription factors to
provide them with a stable signal to aid
them through the phase-transitions [15].
Because many of the ubiquitously active
transcription factors are hubs, the progress
of the cell cycle can be coordinated with
house-keeping functions. This is part of the
aforementioned hub rewiring, as the cell
cycle is not always active. This analysis
suggests that the network of sequentially
expressed transcription factors controls
the temporal program of transcription of
the cell cycle with an emergent oscillating
property [32].
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As there is no such thing as condition
unspecific measurements, analyzing the
network dynamics is essential in uncov-
ering the system-level adjustments cells
make for different condition. Analyzing
the dynamics of biological networks by
network measures provides a way to quan-
tify, characterize and categorize the cell’s
behavior. Combining the network analysis
with biological knowledge opens up a way
to put the emergence of sub-networks,
rewiring, transcriptional transitions, pref-
erential motif usage etc. in a biological
context. However, there are some emergent
properties that are thought to be intrinsic
to most biological networks. One such
property is the topic of the next section.

4 Robustness

A fundamental property of all biological
systems is robustness [33]. Robustness is a
typical system-level phenomenon that can-
not be understood at a level of individual
components. It refers to the systems abil-
ity to maintain its functions against inter-
nal and external perturbations [34]. Ro-
bustness doesn’t mean unchanged regard-
less of stimuli or mutations and is there-
fore distinct from homeostasis and stabil-
ity. Homeostasis comprises the coordinated
physiological processes that maintain the
steady state of biological systems. It there-
fore refers to a stable condition and is a
property that maintains the state of the sys-
tem rather than its functions. In contrast,
robustness of the system can mean transi-
tioning states if it’s instrumental to main-
taining the functionality of the system while

coping with perturbations. Changing states
is a major coping mechanism of cells fac-
ing exogenous stress conditions [15]. Stabil-
ity also differs from robustness, as robust-
ness can be gained by increasing instabil-
ity. Viruses, for example, use genome insta-
bility and high mutations rates to increase
survivability [35]. Various mechanisms that
generate robustness actually facilitate evo-
lution, while evolution itself selects for ro-
bust traits [33].

Increased robustness comes with a cost.
Being robust to certain perturbations gen-
erates trade-offs by causing the system
to collapse when encountering unexpected
perturbations [33]. Systems that have
evolved to be robust to general perturba-
tions are fragile against certain types of
rare perturbations because of evolutionary
optimizations and selective pressure [36].
Trade-offs are inherent to the system and
cannot be avoided. Robustness can also
come at the cost of performance.

There the robustness of a system is en-
sured in four ways: system control, alter-
native mechanisms, modularity, and decou-
pling [33].

System control involves using feedback to
generate robust, dynamic behavior in regu-
latory networks [33]. Robust responses are
mainly enabled by negative feedback, facil-
itating the perfect adaptation to a range of
input signals. Positive feedback is used to
amplify signals, creating discrete responses
and bistability. This way the activation
of downstream pathways is controlled and
states are clearly distinguished. Amplifica-
tion also makes the system robust to noise
and fluctuations of stimuli.

Alternative mechanisms are used a fail-
safe for when components fail to function
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properly [33]. When the probability that a
function with a single component fails is p,
the probability that the function with two
components that back each other up fails is
(1 − p)2 [33]. This usually involves a cer-
tain degree of redundancy within the sys-
tem, but can also be attained by a hetero-
geneous population of components fulfilling
a same function by other means. Although
multiple identical components could make
the system more robust by virtue of redun-
dancy, the occurrence of this is very rare in
biological systems. Fail-safe functions are
usually performed by heterogeneous compo-
nents with some functional overlap. Gene
duplication is instrumental in generating
such components in evolutionary history
(see discussion above) [17–19]. Although
gene duplications are rather common, so far
there have been no reported duplications
of network circuits [33]. Although redun-
dancy through functional overlap of sub-
networks could be a powerful mechanism in
enabling network robustness, this seems to
be difficult to obtain in evolution. System
control mechanisms coordinate alternative
mechanisms to maintain system behavior
and function.

Related to alternative mechanisms is
modularity. Modules are present in biolog-
ical systems on different levels with a hier-
archical organization [33]. An organelle is
an example of a biological module that can
be part of a cell module of a multi-cellular
organism, but can also comprise lower-level
modules itself. Modules can be organized
on a functional, spatial and temporal level
as seen in the discussion about the cell cy-
cle. Modules can contain perturbations lo-
cally so they cannot propagate to the sys-
tem thereby facilitating robustness. Fur-

thermore, by using modular organization,
the failure of a module does not necessarily
affect the core functionality of the biologi-
cal system. The downside of modularity is
that it comes at a cost of increased resource
demands.

Decoupling creates buffers between the
input and output of a system [33]. This
can mean encoding a certain environmental
input to a signal that can be propagated or
allowing fluctuations of signals by correct-
ing them or leveling them out. Buffering is
thought to be an intrinsic property of com-
plex networks.

As robustness is an emergent property
of the system, it is embedded in the net-
work structure. When removing a substan-
tial number of nodes of a random network,
the system will collapse leaving islands of
non-communicating islands of nodes [9]. In
contrast, complex networks with a scale-
free nature are extremely resilient against
component failure. The topology of the net-
work is instrumental in generating this ro-
bustness [37]. There is no threshold of dis-
integration for scale-free networks. When
as many as 80% of randomly selected nodes
are removed the remaining 20% still form a
connected network wherein any two nodes
can still be connected with a path. Hubs are
the key to this feature, as removing random
nodes will mainly affect the numerous less-
connected nodes. Only removing hubs sig-
nificantly interrupts the network’s integrity.
The downside of this is that scale-free net-
works are extremely vulnerable to a coordi-
nated attack on the hubs. Biologically, this
means that in S. cerevisiae 60% of proteins
with more than 15 interactions are essen-
tial, while only 10% of the proteins with 5
interactions or less are vital for survivability
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as shown by deletion analysis [38].

However, it is important to remember
that in biological networks each node has its
own biological function [9]. How the system
deals with a perturbation of a node there-
fore doesn’t merely depend on the degree of
the node. This shows that a network anal-
ysis has to be supplemented by biological
knowledge and experiments to properly un-
derstand the system.

5 Discussion

Identifying the structures and dynamics of
yeast transcriptional regulatory networks,
shows the power of quantitative analysis.
The networks models that are generated are
instrumental on understanding how biolog-
ical processes and behaviors are organized
and coordinated. However, the models still
represent extremely simplified versions of
the intricate inner-workings of the cell. For
one, it doesn’t take pre- and posttranscrip-
tional and translational modifications into
account [39]. The nature of the transcrip-
tional relationships is also ignored in graph-
ing the nodes. Although directional, the
distinction between positive and negative
regulation is seldom made and the strength
of interactions is not quantified. It is also
not clear how the transcriptional regulatory
networks relate to protein-interaction net-
works, and metabolic networks. This re-
lates to the question of how ’real’ the gen-
erated models are.

However, some progress has recently been
made to benchmark the reverse-engineering
approaches [3]. Taking a synthetic biology
approach, a synthetic gene network was de-
veloped in S. cerevisiae that can be used

as a gold standard. The network com-
prises the five transcription factors (ASH1,
CBF1, GAL4, GAL80, and SWI5) and in-
cludes regulator chains, single-input mo-
tifs, and multiple feedback loops. Time-
series and steady state expression profiles
were collected for the synthetic circuit af-
ter perturbations and overexpression exper-
iments. Because the topology of the net-
work is known, the validity and power of
reverse engineering methods could be as-
sessed. This approach greatly facilitates
the evaluation and development of inference
tools [39].

This integration of synthetic and systems
biology also shows the promise of increased
understanding of network functions. The
goal of synthetic biology is to engineer
organisms to display specific functions
or to optimize the expression of certain
compounds [40, 41]. Understanding the
network structure and distilling the rules
that generate desired behaviors is essential
to this goal.

As our understanding of network bi-
ology grows, the possibilities increase.
Quantifying biology is an important step
in harnessing the potential of biology, but
only an early step in fully understanding
cells and organism on a system-level.
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